
Home Science XI answerkey (morning) 

1. A poor diet can have an injurious impact on health. What are the two possible 

situations the person suffer from?                                                                    (1) 

Ans: over nutrition -obesity  under nutrition-  deficiency diseases 

2. Name and categorise the main resource required for the following activities(1)  

Ans: Buying a house- money -non human Teaching a subject in a class- 

knowledge skil -human resource                                                                      

3. Anu bought a curtain on it she found a design with green leaves and red flowers 

identify the colour  scheme used                                                                           (1)      

Ans:  direct complimentary                                           

4.  Name any two non-woven fabric construction technique.                            (1) 

Ans: fleting and bonding 

5. Explain the roll of thick glass with rubber gasket covering the box in a solar 

cooker.                                                                                                            (1) 

Ans: To trap heat and create green house effect  

6. Write two advantages of fermentation of food.                                              (1) 

Ans: easy digestible, more notorious, better absorption , increase in vit C 

7. How is fibres classified on the basis of length. Explain with example.          (2) 

Ans: Staple - small -cotton , filament- long silk 

8. Explain any two property of cotton which make it suitable for infants dress. (2) 

Ans: good absorbency, allows air to pass through, easy to wash ,light weight, 

soft. 

9. Name any two school resources that are misused by the students. Suggest suitable ways to 

check their misuse.                                                                                                (2) 

Ans: Table, bench and desk scribbling on it. monitor camera value education in 

assembly, lib books . 

10. Define Home Science in your own words and state the five major areas of it.(2)  

Ans:   the art of managing your resources efficiently and the science of 

achieving a healthy and happy home as well as successful career  food and 

nutrition, human development, textile, extension and communication, 



resource management.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

11. 'Individual difference is found in development.' Explain                                 (2) 

Ans:` 'Individual difference  stands for the variation or deviation among 

individual in regard to single characteristic or number of characteristic. 

no two individual same , eg same age two individual  are different in 

height colour etc due to environment and heredity 

12. How is S twist different from Z twist.                                                                                         (2) 

Ans: S twist to right, Z twist to left.fig  

13. Compare Broiling and deep frying method of cooking.                                   (2) 

Ans: Broiling-grilling , food directly over the source of heat. process. no oil 

required, light food. deep frying- oil required. not directly. process. 

14. Describe how food is cooked in a microwave cooking process.                      (3) 

Ans: Exposed to micro waves- magnetron tube- cause agitation of the 

molecules within the food -heat generated -help in cooking 

15. Explain the concept Ans:                                                                               (3) 

a. Oedipus complex: son attached to mother and daughter atached to 

father- age 3 onwards 

b. Health : State of complete Physical, mental social well being and not 

merely the absence of disease.   

c. Mobile crèches: moving crèches- unorganized sector group's 

children                                                                                         

16. Sheela has shifted to a new house. Explain to her the two principles 

'Connectivity of functional spaces' and 'Easy flow of traffic' on the bases she 

should organise the space.                                                                                (4) 

Ans: 'Connectivity of functional spaces'- related functional space should 

be nearby eg kitchen and dining. 'Easy flow of traffic'- there should be 

easy way to move around on the path there should not have any furniture 

or anything that block the way. 

17. With the help of a diagram explain parts of a Novelty yarn.                            (4) 

Ans Novelty yarn: uneven yarns which are created deliberately to make 

interesting design and texture in fabric. parts core, tie, effect yarn.eg slub, 



flock, knot, spiral. fig. 

18. Anu has decorated her white coloured living room with white sofa, white 

carpet and white curtain tell her the importance of emphasis and  three ways by 

which emphasis can be created in that room.                                                   (4) 

Ans: Element of interest. can draw attention, can hide defects. red 

cushion, or dark colour carpet, a big colourful painting, or any acceries. 

19. Geetha decided to sent her two year old son to a crèches, what are the points 

she should look for before selecting the crèches (4)  

Ans: safety, hygiene, water and toilet facilities, timing, proximity, 

recreation facilities, staff, no: of children 

20. Give four reasons to convince a lactating mother to visit the ICDS centre regularly. 

(4) 

Ans: supplementary nutrition, immunisation, nutrition and health education, 

referral services. 

21. Your teacher has asked you to select a theme for the class party. How will you take a 

decision on this situation?     (4) 

Ans: identifing the problem, selection of alternatives and obtaining information, 

weighing the pros and cons, selection 

22. Explain the characteristics of the 'only natural filament fibre.'                (5) 

Ans: silk -composition and shape, colour, lustre, length, uniformity, 

conductivity, moisture absorbency, affinity to dyes drapability, strength 

23. Describe the different methods by which one can create rhythm in a room.  (5) 

Ans: repetition, alternation, gradation and radiation with eg. fig. 

24. Explain the steps in management.                                                                           (5) 

Ans: Planning, organizing, implementing, evaluation. 

25. With the help of diagrams explain the parts of the loom and weaving process. (5)   

Ans: warp beam, heddle, harnes, reed, shutal, cloth beam. shedding, piking, 

beating, taking up and letting off  

 



 

 


